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introduction
Advances in mobility, cloud and video have altered the geography of the workplace for
good. It’s now easier than ever to open offices in far-flung places and for employees to
telecommute from the locations of their choice. What’s more, these choices no longer
break up the team or limit their conversations to prescheduled meetings in conference
rooms. Instead, teams can gather a few people for an impromptu video call to clear up
a question or meet online to share screens and record a larger discussion.
Employees increasingly expect to be able to make these connections quickly and easily
on their own devices and without having to juggle multiple dial-in numbers or sit in a
conference room waiting for IT to make it all happen.
But meeting those expectations leaves IT professionals with a dilemma: Should they cobble together a custom solution from multiple vendors or take yet another chance on the
promise of an all-in-one solution? Pulling together different solutions from multiple vendors
can be flexible and less expensive—even free—but the complexity can leave both IT pros
and employees confused and frustrated. On the other hand, an all-in-one solution may not
always meet everyone’s needs and can lock businesses into expensive or ill-fitting bundle
packages. And both approaches leave IT pros facing perhaps the most critical question of
all: How do they choose a solution that employees will actually use?
To find out, Lifesize commissioned Spiceworks to survey 310 IT pros in North America and
Europe about their conferencing and collaboration solution experiences, as well as what
goes into their decisions about services and vendors. Here’s what they had to say.
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many solutions,
many headaches
According to the survey, the majority of IT pros (65%) reported that their organizations are
using more than one provider for their conferencing and collaboration solutions. In North
America, that figure is significantly higher, with 77% of IT pros using multiple providers. The
most common solutions across North America and Europe include Microsoft Skype for
Business (46%), Citrix GoToMeeting (28%), and Cisco WebEx (28%)—but a wide range of
other providers is also in the mix.
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Why such widespread use of multiple providers? Many organizations have to balance
external demands with internal needs and preferences. The main reason IT pros gave for
going with multiple vendors was the need for compatibility with external parties, such as
customers and partners (59%). Other top reasons included trying to meet all the individual needs of their users (42%) and keeping costs down by making the most of free
services (39%).

top reasons for using multiple vendors
59%
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the pitfalls of using
multiple providers
How are those multiple providers working out? Only 37% of respondents reported
being very satisfied or completely satisfied with their current conferencing/collaboration
solutions. In North America, that figure is slightly lower, with only 35% of IT pros reporting satisfaction with their current solutions. Respondents on both sides of the pond
gave a long list of frustrations that boil down to three main issues: lost time, quality
issues, and cost.

Only

37%

of respondents
are satisfied
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top three frustrations
lost time
It turns out that while employing many solutions may offer more options,
it also takes more time for IT to train end users on all of those options. It
also increases the amount of time needed to troubleshoot problems and
manage multiple solutions. IT pros also mentioned compatibility issues,
pointing to the time required to make sure that each of those solutions
not only works individually, but also in various combinations and on all the
conference room and mobile devices that employees—and their vendors
and clients—use to connect.

quality issues
Not surprisingly, another big challenge of using multiple providers is that
different solutions deliver different levels of quality in terms of both audio
and video. These differences in quality can affect not only productivity
but also adoption. Teams that have come to count on the quality level
provided by specific communication tools may go rogue and stick with
those old favorites over the tools IT provides for the whole company,
which can further reduce the effectiveness of an organization-wide
communication strategy.

cost
IT pros also cite concerns about the total costs of using multiple providers, many with overlapping features. These include the cost of subscribing to multiple services as well as the costs of maintaining and
supporting services and technology—whether they’re doing so in-house
or contracting with various providers.
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key considerations in
evaluating solutions
and providers
One good thing about a bad experience: it provides useful information. IT pros said their
pain points play a big role in driving their purchase considerations.
What are the most important factors when evaluating providers? In North America, the
vast majority of IT decision-makers, 82%, cited cost as the most important consideration. The next three top considerations were ease of use (73%), reliability (69%), and
quality (59%). Respondents in Europe had the same priorities but ranked them slightly
differently. The top four considerations in Europe were ease of use (62%), reliability (61%),
cost (57%), and quality (54%).

top factors when evaluating providers
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When it comes to evaluating specific solutions, IT pros are laser-focused on the challenges they’ve experienced with usability. They say a simple, intuitive user interface is the
most critical feature to consider when shopping around (74%). Other key features include
screensharing capabilities (64%), device support (55%), and guest invitations (50%). In
Europe, chat and group chat functionality is also important, with more than half (52%) of
respondents citing this feature. All other features are generally considered “nice to have.”

most desired feature for
conferencing/collaboration

74%
of IT pros look
for a simple
user interface

Put another way, simplicity is key when it comes to conferencing/collaboration solutions.
IT pros have learned the hard way that making it easy for the end user is the best way to
ensure successful adoption of new communication tools. And while they’re at it, they’d
like those tools to simplify their own lives as well.

"The applications that require the least effort and that offer
the most benefits will always be more successful."
—Futurum1
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all in one,
one for all?
Does all this mean that IT pros are ready to throw in the towel on working with multiple
providers to try all-in-one solutions? Maybe. Roughly 44% of IT pros reported being interested, very interested, or extremely interested in an all-in-one collaboration solution with
audio, web, and video conferencing, and group chat from a single, trusted provider. An
additional 38% were somewhat interested, putting the total at more than 80%. In Europe,
the number is even higher, with 87% expressing some level of interest in an all-in-one
solution.
Respondents said they’d prefer working with a single provider, based on a desire to
simplify IT tasks such as management, support, and billing. Within that group, some
prefer the ease and economy of bundled services. About an equal number think bundles provide (and bill for) more services than they need, and they prefer to purchase
services on an as-needed basis to suit their specific needs and budgets.
What about IT pros who aren’t as interested in all-in-one conferencing technology?
Some remain skeptical that an all-in-one conferencing/collaboration solution could
deliver on the promise to truly do it all. Others were reluctant to switch from what
they’re currently using, saying they could manage with what they had in place, had
obligations in the form of previous investments or existing contracts, or were concerned about the potential consequences of putting all their eggs in one basket—
particularly if a comprehensive solution had high costs or spotty reliability.
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That said, IT decision-makers also recognize many potential benefits of the allin-one solution, most notably that a complete solution could simplify setup, management, troubleshooting, and training tasks, as well as simplify and enhance the
overall experience for their end users. After all, with that simplicity might come the
possibility of leaving the conference room long enough to actually spend some time
at their own desks.

benefits of an all-in-one solution
48%
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simplified management
Nearly half of surveyed IT pros recognized simplified management
as a benefit of all-in-one solutions, thinking perhaps that one solution
would require less administrative time than several, and security and
availability would also be easier to achieve with only one solution.
Cloud solutions are particularly well suited to offer these benefits
because they come with automatic software updates and handling
of security issues around patches, firewall transits, and data encryption. All-in-one solutions that provide a simple online management
console can also simplify management by making it easy to do
things like customize privacy settings or generate reports on room
usage or video quality.

ease of use
Solutions that are easier for business users make life easier for IT
pros. All-in-one solutions eliminate the unnecessary complications
of juggling multiple solutions. And if they’re designed to minimize the
number of steps to find and contact people, add people to a call, or
join a call in progress, so much the better. Ideally, an all-in-one solution
should free people to use any device, from a conference room camera
to the built-in camera on a laptop, tablet, or smartphone.

ease of training end users
Thirty-seven percent of IT pros said they thought it would be easier to train
users on an all-in-one solution. Training is inherently easier when you’re
teaching people to use just one thing instead of several. Beyond that, allin-one solutions that provide an intuitive user interface and a workflow with
minimal steps can make it even easier.
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simplified setup
IT pros who’ve experienced the complexities of having to set up multiple
conferencing and collaboration solutions can appreciate the simplicity of
having just one solution—especially one that makes it as simple as downloading a conference app, connecting it to the solution, and starting a call.
(One feature that can make this possible is automatic integration of Active
Directory, which houses contact information for employees, vendors,
and others who participate in conferences.) When setup is that easy, end
users can do it themselves, relieving the burden on IT.

enhanced end-user experience
All-in-one solutions with rich features that make it easy to connect
through any medium and device, schedule conferencing flexibly using
email or calendar, and share screens or record the proceedings once
a conference is underway make for a far better end-user experience
—and that in turn makes life better for IT pros because they no longer
have to field so many requests for help.

simplified support/troubleshooting
Troubleshooting is easier when there’s not much to go wrong—an argument that points to all-in-one solutions that are designed to deliver the
highest quality video, audio, and web conferencing in a single solution.
Broad compatibility with devices and browsers also helps. If an issue
does occur, service providers can provide a fix faster because they don’t
have to waste time decoding all the different elements in a multiservice
combo. Ideally, there’s also technical support available 24x7x365, so it’s
not just an IT pro on the hook if a solution suddenly stops working.
In general, all-in-one solutions that minimize distractions by smoothly
combining audio, video, and web conferencing within one application
also improve user experiences, especially for remote employees who
may be juggling a mobile phone, headphones, and a laptop while trying
to stay focused. Add to that high-quality video and audio, and an all-inone can help create the very best user experience of all: the one in which
technology disappears and employees feel as though they’re sitting in
the same room with their entire team.
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lifesize can help
For more than a decade, Lifesize has been at the forefront of video collaboration, delivering high-quality solutions designed to bring people together. Our latest innovations to
the Lifesize cloud-based app make it simple for your entire organization to connect over
video to get business done. Features like a user-friendly interface, screen sharing, and
calendar integration make it easy to replace outdated, costly, audio-only services with
more meaningful face-to-face conversations. And, unlike consumer-grade apps, Lifesize
was built for business and with IT in mind. We have more than a decade of experience
designing HD conference room cameras and touchscreen conference phones, and we
even offer a financially backed SLA with 24x7x365 support.

integrated search-based directory
The centralized Lifesize directory puts video, audio, and web conferencing together
with chat and group chat in the same place so users can just click on a name to start a
conversation—no hold music, no waiting for moderators, no dial strings. It’s as easy as
making a call or chat can be.

plug-and-play conference room cameras
Setting up a conference room with Lifesize doesn’t require a technology degree—just
connect the camera to a TV and the internet, give it power, and pair it to your account
to start making calls. Conference room systems update automatically so you don’t
need to make the rounds installing updates.
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unlimited guest invitations
Send a meeting or calendar invite to anyone inside or outside of your organization and
connect over video right from your browser. Your guests don’t even need to download
the application; they just click on a link and everything works in the browser.

conference room calendar integration
Lifesize can sync with your Microsoft® Office 365® and Google Apps™ for Work calendar to book conference rooms for on-screen prompts to start your meeting as soon
as you walk in the room.

network reliability and security
Lifesize utilizes the 2,000 Gbps private IBM® Cloud network to traverse the globe
with industry-leading performance, reliability, and scalability. Controls, policies, and
vendor management are aligned with ISO best practices, and all communication
streams support 128-bit AES and TLS encryption for all signaling.
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conclusion
By taking a close look at how conferencing and collaboration tools have—or haven’t
—worked for your organization in the past, you can develop a detailed idea of what
solutions employees may need to team up effectively in the future. The right tools can
simplify IT tasks, reduce costs, and give your end users the flexibility to be in the right
conversations, no matter where or how they happen.
Find out how Lifesize solutions can help your teams get together and get down to
business with cloud-based video collaboration.

take a tour of the lifesize app
download a free 14-day trial
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about lifesize
At Lifesize, we understand the power of connecting people to make the workplace
great. We combine a best-in-class, cloud-based video conferencing experience with
award-winning, easy-to-use devices that are designed for any conference room so you
can connect to anyone, anywhere. It’s a meeting experience like no other. Our video
conferencing solutions are designed for the demands of today’s modern enterprise, yet
fully accessible to businesses of any size. For more information, visit www.lifesize.com
or follow the company @LifesizeHD.

about the survey
Lifesize commissioned Spiceworks to conduct a survey asking IT pros in North America
(in June 2016) and Europe (in January 2017) about their conferencing and collaboration
solution experiences. A total of 310 interviews were collected from IT decision-makers in
the US, Canada, UK, Ireland, France, Germany, Italy and Spain. Of the 310 respondents,
155 were from North America and 155 were from Europe. Respondents came from a
wide variety of industries and from all levels within their organizations.

Source
1

“Consumerization of IT Is the Key to Enterprise Technology Adoption,” Futurum, September 2016.
https://www.futurum.xyz/consumerization-key-enterprise-technology-adoption/
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